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43 Cong Killed, 21 Captured
ALLIES RAID CAMP, FREE 30 CIVILIANS
Gl's Uncover Arms Cache

President in Florida For Talks

An Arty Bunch

Friday was a day to remember for the State of Oklahoma, with significant developments in both military and political fronts. The Allied forces conducted a raid on a camp, liberating 30 civilians who had been held captive. Gl's uncovered arms caches, providing a significant boost to the war effort.

County Draws Bead On Laws

The United States Supreme Court ruled that the state of Oklahoma is required to provide a fair and impartial jury pool in the state's legal system. This decision has implications for the fairness and impartiality of the legal system in the state.

Witness Cites Shaw Conspiracy Remarks

A witness, Charles Shaw, who was present at the meeting, confirmed that he heard the conspiracy remarks attributed to the defendants. His testimony will be crucial in determining the guilt or innocence of the defendants.

The Inside News

Oklahoma becomes fourth state in U.S. to enact transplant gift law. Page 11.
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**SATURDAY ONLY**

**SPECIALS**

FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED

NOW! SAVINGS OF 50% THROUGHOUT OUR STORE!
NOTHING IS HELD BACK! EVERYTHING INCLUDED!

- **Spanish Dinette** $88
- **Tables** $1250
- **China** $266
- ENTIRE STOCK OF WALL ACCESSORIES 25% OFF

**SAVE ON 5 PIECE**

**Living Room Group** $258

**SAVE ON 3 PC SUITS & SPORT COATS**

- **Traditional Sofa** $129
- **Lounge Chair** $69
- **HIDE-A-BED** $199
- **Traditional Sofa** $199

- **Mattress and Box Spring Ensembles** $68
- **ETIENNE ALLEN ARMCHAIRS** $1250
- **Modern Sofa** $89

- **ONE ONLY!**

Use Your Charge Account or Take Advantage of Our Convenient Contract Account!
'Candy' Secretly Wed; Girls Get Painted, Stop Traffic

Secretly Wed

Two girls, Winona Warfield and Beth Arnold, were married in a secret ceremony while attending a party at the home of Miss Warfield's parents in Oklahoma City.

Traffic Stopper

A traffic stopper was placed on the street leading to the party to prevent any unauthorized vehicles from entering.

He's Night-High In Praise For The Panhandle Empire

Please note that the text is not clear and may contain errors or missing information.

Painting Up A Body

John Wayne and Katherine McKee

Great Saturday Specials

Prices Slashed Saturday Only

Select from these 16 fine furniture & bedding items & save more:

- Reg. 295.65 NOW 199.00 QUAIL BED SET
- Reg. 239.00 NOW 159.00 TRADITIONAL RUG
- Reg. 139.64 NOW 119.00 DINETTE SUITE
- Reg. 169.64 NOW 139.00 QUEEN SOFA
- Reg. 199.64 NOW 169.00 SOFA COUCH
- Reg. 299.64 NOW 199.00 KING SIZE BED SET
- Reg. 329.00 NOW 259.00 WING BACK SOFA
- Reg. 299.00 NOW 199.00 QUEEN SIZE BED SET
- Reg. 399.64 NOW 299.00 EXCLUSIVE DINING ROOM SET
- Reg. 199.64 NOW 159.00 QUEEN SIZE BED SET
- Reg. 299.00 NOW 249.00 QUEEN SIZE BED SET
- Reg. 199.64 NOW 149.00 QUEEN SIZE BED SET
- Reg. 249.00 NOW 179.00 QUEEN SIZE BED SET
- Reg. 349.00 NOW 249.00 QUEEN SIZE BED SET
- Reg. 449.64 NOW 299.00 QUEEN SIZE BED SET

Saturday "Best Buy" Appliances

BRAND NEW 1969 MOTOROLA COLOR TV at $50 to $60 LESS!

- '69 New Motorola Portable Color TV
  Big 140 Sq. In.
  Compared at $99.95
  Sale ... $399.95

SAVE 50 to 65% on FAMOUS FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES

- Dura-Press Electric FRIGIDAIRE DRYER
  Compared at $129.95
  Sale ... $114.95

- Amana "Deep Action" FRIGIDAIRE WASHER
  Compared at $219.95
  Sale ... $149.95

- '69 New Wonder Color
  Portabel Color TV
  Big 195 sq. in.
  Solid State
  Compared at $399.95
  Sale ... $299.95

- Big Upright Fridge Freezer
  Compared at $399.95
  Sale ... $219.95
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Editorials

A Self-Sufficient Vietnam?

The Campus-Not-With-Its

State Editors Say

You Can Minimize the Risks

Teen-Age Baptist Girls To Meet

President's Worship His Own Affair, Pastors Say

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Oil Leak Caused By Tough Lobby

Bill Thorp

This Is Our Time

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Brothers

Thoughts

John P. Roche

Can't Substitute Charity For Sanity

Bob Considine

All Over But Shooting

Billy Graham
9,146 SEE BLAZERS WIN, 7-2

Cityans Score Four First-Period Goals

Generals Surprise John Marshall, 24-23

Funseth Clings To Narrow Lead

Knights Romp; Grant Stings Bombers
American Stock Exchange

Mutual Funds

Black GI Finds Someone Cares

By JOHN THORN

Psi Stock Companions

A GI, already a man of many talents, just added another to his list: He can now play the best game of pool in the world. The man, who is 31 and has just returned from Korea, was seen by a friend playing pool at the local pub. The friend, who is a professional pool player, was so impressed with the GI's skills that he offered to take him under his wing. Since then, the GI has been practicing every day and has already won several local tournaments.

Transplant Gift Act Signed Making State A Pacesetter

Vital Statistics

Service Set For Parking Lot Operator

Final Rites Today For A.S.J. Shaw

Rites Slated For Drowning Victim Here

Death and Funerals

Cost of Thanks
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"I took advantage of EVANS' GIANT BUYING POWER..."

and bought a cocktail table with the savings I made on my new sofa and chairs!

Sounds almost unbelievable... BUT IT'S TRUE! We only say "TRY US"... let us show you the substantial savings you'll make on name brand home furnishings! Every buyer knows every market (East, West, North and South!) for the best buys buys in name furniture and appliances AND they buy by the "Carload" "Trainload" and even "Truckload Lots" which assures you even greater savings. We say "SEE US" today... you've got nothing to lose... and your home will show the gain!

...what about You?

EVANS Home Furnishings

A Savings of $21.95 on this Traditional Credenza with Mirror

Regular $99.95

$78

EVANS GIANT BUYING POWER PRICE.

Traditional at its best! Imagine this exciting credenza in your entry or living room! The master-crafted credenza doubles as a storage chest. Note the handsome canted sides and matched matched tapered woods! Accented with the lovely, vertical mirror with a double-scallop inner frame and quality plate glass. Your choice of the Traditional or Spanish style! In dark oak or cherry. Pick the one that best suits you and your decor!

You Save $90 on this 3-Pc. Traditional Living Room Group!

Includes: The 80-inch SOFA, matching CHAIR and large CLUB CHAIR

Regular $389.00

$299

You’ll entertain guests in an atmosphere of elegant traditional comfort...dramatically created by this group of sofa and chairs from De Villers’ decorator collection. The 80-inch sofa beautifully detailed in a custom taffeta mohair with French pleated and tufted back. The matching chair and large club chair complement the sofa with the same gently curved lines. Each piece is deeply cushioned for sumptuous comfort. Come in...look and lounge...and choose your fabrics...choice of Gold or Olive Sofa with Olive Chairs or tone-on-tone Sofa with antique satin chairs. We'll deliver it and you'll feel proud when guests drop by and tell you "What a charming home you have!"

SHOP EVANS TODAY... 9 AM TO 9 PM... AND SAVE!

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 800 SOUTH WESTERN • CE 2-2461 • OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 TO 9 • SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING